
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

La Colombe Coffee Roasters® Introduces Pure Black Colombian  

New Iteration is Lightly Roasted with Tasting Notes of Black Cherry, Toffee, Sweet 

Lemon, and Jasmine 

 

(Philadelphia, August 6, 2018) – La Colombe Coffee Roasters introduces the first organic, single origin               

iteration of the brand’s best-selling Pure Black, a refreshingly delicious cold brew, in a convenient               

ready-to-drink can. Containing only one high-quality ingredient, Pure Black Colombian is crafted from             

USDA certified organic fully-washed and sun-dried coffee grown in the Sierra Nevada Mountains of              

Colombia for a perfect, refreshing iced coffee to take anywhere on-the-go. 

 

Lightly roasted to retain the naturally sweet effervescence of high quality Colombian coffee, the bean               

displays flavors reminiscent of black cherry, toffee, sweet lemon, and jasmine. After roasting, the              

specialty-grade coffee is steeped in steel tanks, free from oxygen, and brewed for 16 hours before being                 

pressed. Pure Black Colombian is double-filtered for a smooth, clean sip, with a strong coffee flavor                

profile and a touch of natural sweetness. Each can contains the caffeine equivalent of two full cups of                  

coffee. 

 

“Cold brew for the coffee lover. This light, single-origin coffee answers the call for all my coffee people,”                  

says Todd Carmichael, CEO and Co-Founder of La Colombe. “It’s where the 3rd wave of coffee meets the                  

4th wave of coffee.” 

 



Pure Black Colombian will be available online at www.lacolombe.com for $3.20/2oz can beginning             

August 6, 2018.  

 

ABOUT LA COLOMBE  

La Colombe (www.lacolombe.com) is a leading coffee roaster known for ethical, long-term trade             

practices with growers. Considered one of the pioneers of the third wave of coffee, it provides signature                 

classic blends and exceptional single-origin coffees to cafés, hotels, restaurants and retailers around the              

world. In addition, the company owns and operates 30 cafés in Philadelphia, New York, Chicago, Boston,                

Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. – with additional locations and new markets scheduled to open in                

2018. The company has also made headlines in the ready-to-drink business with its DRAFT LATTE – the                 

world’s first-ever textured cold latte. 
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